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Elastic Fibers and Large Artery
Mechanics in Animal Models
of Development and Disease
Development of a closed circulatory system requires that large arteries adapt to the
mechanical demands of high, pulsatile pressure. Elastin and collagen uniquely address
these design criteria in the low and high stress regimes, resulting in a nonlinear mechani-
cal response. Elastin is the core component of elastic fibers, which provide the artery
wall with energy storage and recoil. The integrity of the elastic fiber network is affected
by component insufficiency or disorganization, leading to an array of vascular patholo-
gies and compromised mechanical behavior. In this review, we discuss how elastic fibers
are formed and how they adapt in development and disease. We discuss elastic fiber con-
tributions to arterial mechanical behavior and remodeling. We primarily present data
from mouse models with elastic fiber deficiencies, but suggest that alternate small animal
models may have unique experimental advantages and the potential to provide new
insights. Advanced ultrastructural and biomechanical data are constantly being used to
update computational models of arterial mechanics. We discuss the progression from
early phenomenological models to microstructurally motivated strain energy functions
for both collagen and elastic fiber networks. Although many current models individually
account for arterial adaptation, complex geometries, and fluid–solid interactions (FSIs),
future models will need to include an even greater number of factors and interactions in
the complex system. Among these factors, we identify the need to revisit the role of time
dependence and axial growth and remodeling in large artery mechanics, especially in
cardiovascular diseases that affect the mechanical integrity of the elastic fibers.
[DOI: 10.1115/1.4038704]
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Introduction

Elastic fibers provide energy storage and recoil to the large
elastic arteries. These mechanical properties are critical due to the
high, cyclic pressure environment found in the conducting
arteries. Although the main constituent of the elastic fiber is elas-
tin, other components play major roles in the fiber’s functionality.
Genetic mutations causing elastic fiber insufficiency or disruption,
such as supravalvular aortic stenosis (SVAS) and Marfan syn-
drome (MFS), result in cardiovascular defects linked to arterial
stiffening and wall remodeling that compromise cardiovascular
function. Therefore, an understanding of the impact of elastic fiber
biology on arterial mechanics is imperative for advancements in
vascular diagnosis, treatment, and tissue engineering.

This review summarizes advances in arterial biomechanics and
provides new insights and directions for future work. Key points
include an updated model of elastic fiber assembly, arterial
remodeling in development and disease, and microstructurally
based constitutive modeling of elastic fibers. These points are dis-
cussed in light of improved imaging technologies, mechanical
testing, and computational modeling, which have allowed for col-
laborative advances in the field. Because the circumferential, elas-
tic properties of the large arteries are so important for proper
cardiovascular function, other properties, such as time-dependent
and axial mechanical behavior, are often neglected. We posit that
these properties play an important role in large artery mechanics
and should be addressed in future work.

Arterial Wall Structure

The structure of large elastic arteries distinguishes them from
other vessels, such as muscular arteries, capillaries, and veins, and

allows for much of their physiological function. The wall, shown
in Fig. 1, consists of three layers: the intima, media, and adventi-
tia. Each of these layers uniquely contributes to the wall’s overall
function and is further discussed below.

Intima. The intima is located on the luminal side of the arterial
wall, directly in contact with circulating blood. It is predominantly

Fig. 1 Cross section of the mouse ascending aorta stained
with fluorescent probes for elastin (red), collagen (green), and
cell nuclei (cyan). Adventitia (A), media (M), and intima (I) are
shown. The image is a maximum projection of several z-planes
for a slice that is not a perfect circumferential cross section,
which provides the illusion of depth. Scale bar 5 10 lm.
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populated by endothelial cells (ECs), which synthesize proteins,
such as collagen IV and laminin, to create the basal lamina [1,2].
Initially, most research was focused on the permeability of the
intimal layer [3,4]. More recent studies have shown that the endo-
thelium does not merely serve a barrier function. For example,
ECs respond to hemodynamic shear stress by elongating and
aligning in the direction of flow [5] and releasing signals that con-
trol vascular tone [6–8]. Despite the intimal layer’s roles in vari-
ous processes, such as inflammation [9] and angiogenesis [10], it
has a minimal contribution to the artery’s passive mechanical
properties.

Media. The media is the thickest layer and is found between
the internal and external elastic laminae. The main components of
the media are vascular smooth muscle cells (SMCs), elastin, and
collagen. The contribution of SMCs to the artery’s passive
mechanical properties is frequently considered to be negligible,
but atomic force microscopy has shown that both the extracellular
matrix (ECM) and SMCs become stiffer in arteries from older
monkeys and may collectively contribute to increased arterial
stiffness with aging [11]. Additionally, atomic force microscopy
studies in our laboratory showed that SMCs have an increased
elastic modulus while in a synthetic phenotype [12]. In this pheno-
type, SMCs produce ECM proteins that are arranged into the char-
acteristic circumferentially orientated lamellar units [13]. These
units consist of SMCs surrounded by elastic fiber sheets with col-
lagen fiber bundles in nearby spaces [14]. Extensive crosslinking
within elastic fibers imparts elasticity to the arterial wall, while
collagen fibers provide strength and limit wall extension. Enzy-
matic digestion of arteries highlights each of these contributions.
During mechanical testing, elastase and collagenase-treated
carotid arteries dilate at early and later points along their
pressure–diameter curves, respectively (Fig. 2). This supports the
tenet that elastin is associated with the low stress regime, while
collagen fibers only begin to engage at high stresses. This sequen-
tial recruitment of ECM proteins is responsible for the artery’s
nonlinear stress–strain curve [15].

Adventitia. The adventitia is the outermost layer of the arterial
wall and is characterized by its heterogeneity. The adventitia
mainly consists of fibroblasts and a collagen-rich ECM, but also
includes several other important components, such as the vasa
vasorum, nerves, and immune cells [16]. Given the diverse milieu
surrounding adventitial fibroblasts, they respond to a wide variety
of chemical and mechanical cues. For example, hypertensive envi-
ronments result in increased fibroblast proliferation and collagens
I and III synthesis [17,18]. Inflation tests of isolated adventitial
layers show that the adventitia bears over half of the load at high
pressure and highlight collagen’s role as structural reinforcement
[19]. Investigations into the adventitia’s microstructure, such as
collagen fiber orientation and waviness [20], have been used to
develop more detailed constitutive models and improve under-
standing of the layer’s contribution to wall mechanics [21].

Elastic Fibers

Components

Elastin. The elasticity of arterial tissue is in large part due to
the presence of elastin as the core component of the elastic fiber
[22]. Initially, vascular SMCs secrete elastin in its soluble form:
tropoelastin [23]. Repeating and alternating hydrophobic and
lysine-containing amino acid sequences in tropoelastin result in
the many interactions and crosslinks that transform it into the
insoluble and mature form of elastin [24]. Although tropoelastin
self-assembles to some degree via coacervation [25,26], associ-
ated proteins, such as fibulins-4 and -5, play important roles in the
crosslinking and arrangement of tropoelastin multimers during
elastic fiber assembly [27], [28]. The assembly processes lead to a
conformational change that provides the molecular basis for elas-
tin’s elasticity [29].

Elastin’s role in large artery function is of paramount impor-
tance. Mutations in the elastin gene cause SVAS, William’s syn-
drome, and cutis laxa [30]. SVAS, which may also occur as a
condition of William’s syndrome, is a narrowing of the aorta often

Fig. 2 Mechanical contributions of elastin and collagen in the mouse carotid artery. Diameter–pressure (a) and circumferen-
tial stretch ratio–Cauchy stress (b) relationships are shown. Arteries were untreated or treated with elastase or collagenase to
digest elastin or collagen, respectively, and then mounted in a pressure myograph. Elastase treated arteries dilate at low pres-
sures and then become very stiff at high pressures, while collagenase treated arteries show little change at low pressures and
dilate at high pressures, becoming less stiff. The results are consistent with the idea that elastin and collagen dominate the
circumferential mechanical behavior at low and high pressures, respectively. N 5 6–8/group. Mean 6 SEM.
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seen with SMC hyperplasia and hypertrophy, ECM remodeling,
and hypertension, potentially leading to heart failure and death
[31]. Elastin haploinsufficient (Elnþ/�) mice are a viable model
for SVAS and demonstrate how large arteries adapt to the conse-
quences of reduced elastin. In Elnþ/� mice, diffuse arterial steno-
sis and increased stiffness causes hypertension, which is
compensated for by an increase in the number of lamellar units,
with a similar tension per lamellar unit as wildtype mice [32].
Although Elnþ/� mice live a normal life span, the complete
absence of elastin in Eln�/� mice results in perinatal death due to
SMC overproliferation and consequently, aortic obstruction [33].
Recent experiments in our laboratory show that ascending aortae
from newborn Eln�/� mice not only have altered elastic proper-
ties but also have increased hysteresis with cyclic pressurization
(Fig. 3), indicative of a change in time dependent mechanical
properties [34].

Fibrillins. The microfibril structure within elastic fibers is pri-
marily made of fibrillins. The fibrillin family consists of three iso-
forms [35]. In microfibrils, fibrillin-1 molecules have a “beads on
a string” structure and are arranged in parallel and unstaggered
relative to each other [36]. Although fibrillin-1 monomers are
about 150 nm long, bead-to-bead distances are much smaller due
to helical packing [37]. These compacted regions can be extended
while under tension and can augment arterial elasticity. Fibrillin-1
and -2 are highly homologous, sharing similar domains responsi-
ble for the molecule’s bending and flexibility [38]. Their tissue
distributions are similar, but fibrillin-2 expression significantly
decreases in adulthood.

Mutations in the fibrillin-1 gene cause MFS, which affects
fibrous connective tissue and includes a potentially fatal vascular
phenotype [39,40]. Fbn1�/� mice have thinner and disorgan-
ized elastic lamellae and die shortly after birth, often due to
aneurysm rupture [41]. Another MFS model, the mgR/mgR
mouse, underexpresses fibrillin-1 without affecting tropoelastin
crosslinking, which results in fragmented elastic fibers and
increased arterial stiffness [42]. The reduction of fibrillin-1
appears to accelerate fatigue-induced damage to elastic fibers,
underscoring its importance in the ageing process [43]. Fibrillin-
2 mutations result in an MFS-like condition called congenital

contractural arachnodactyly [44]. Interestingly, the congenital
contractural arachnodactyly model, Fbn2�/� mice show normal
aortic wall maturation [41].

Fibrillin-3 is the most recently identified member of the fibrillin
family and is absent in rodents, making it more difficult to study.
In early human vascular development (sixth to tenth gestational
week), fibrillin-3 weakly correlates with elastic fiber deposition,
but is more abundantly found in areas lacking elastin [45]. At this
time, its role in elastic fiber assembly and function is not known.

Fibulins. The fibulins are a family of seven glycoproteins
known to interact with various components of basement mem-
branes and ECM. Structurally, they all have tandem repeats of
epidermal growth factor-like domains with a C-terminal fibulin-
type module [46].

Fibulins 1–5 bind to tropoelastin, but only some of these appear
to be involved in elastic fiber formation [46–48]. Fibulin-2, -4,
and -5 also bind to fibrillin-1, implying that they may function to
link tropoelastin to the microfibrillar scaffold. Suppression of
fibulins-4 or -5, but not -2, with siRNA in cell culture leads to a
reduction in mature elastic fibers [49]. Fbln2�/� mice have no
apparent phenotype, lending support to the idea that fibulin-2 may
have a redundant function compensated for by other protein fam-
ily members [46].

The importance of fibulins-4 and -5 with regard to elastic fibers
suggests that they have an impact on large artery mechanics.
Fibulin-4 mutations are linked to autosomal recessive cutis laxa
syndrome, causing loose skin, vascular tortuosity, ascending aor-
tic aneurysms, and other complications [50]. A number of fibulin-
4 deficient mouse models have been developed that all have elas-
tic fiber fragmentation, altered arterial mechanics, and aortic
aneurysms [51–53]. Fibulin-5 mutations are also associated with
cutis laxa, SVAS, and poorly developed elastic fibers [54].
Fbln5�/� mice have a thicker arterial wall with disrupted elastic
fibers. Central arteries from these mice show increased stiffness
and decreased energy storage [55,56].

Lysyl Oxidase. Lysyl oxidase (LOX) is a copper-dependent
enzyme with diverse roles in intra- and extracellular spaces. Its
best known function is the oxidation of lysine residues in elastin
and collagen to form crosslinks [28]. Additionally, a related

Fig. 3 Hysteresis is increased in the absence of elastin. Example loading and unloading curves showing the hysteresis, or
area between the loading and unloading diameter–pressure curves (a). Representative diameter–pressure curves for loading
and unloading of a newborn aorta from Eln1/1 and Eln2/2 mice show the increased hysteresis area in Eln2/2 aorta (b).
Quantification of the hysteresis area as a percent of the total area under the loading curve shows a three-fold increase in hys-
teresis for Eln2/2 aorta compared to Eln1/1 (c). Hysteresis is indicative of the energy loss during cyclic loading. N 5 6–7/
group. * 5 P < 0.05 by students t-test [34].
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family of four LOX-like (LOXL) proteins has been identified
[57]. Of these, LOXL1 shares the most structural and expression
pattern similarities to LOX [58]. Both enzymes are mostly local-
ized to collagen- and elastin-rich tissues.

Deficiencies in LOX activity yield connective tissue abnormal-
ities [59] and are associated with vascular defects causing arterial
dissection [60]. Recently, our laboratory investigated the micro-
structural and mechanical consequences of lysyl oxidase defi-
ciency in Lox�/� mice. Fluorescent staining of Lox�/� aortas at
P0 shows severe elastic fiber fragmentation, consistent with that
previously observed in embryonic aortas [61]. Lox�/� aortas
have altered opening angles, circumferential stresses, circumfer-
ential stretch ratios [62], and increased energy loss with cyclic
loading and unloading, highlighting the importance of properly
crosslinked elastic fibers in determining time-dependent proper-
ties of the aortic wall [34].

LOXL1 mutations are associated with exfoliation syndrome, a
disorder characterized by fibril ECM accumulation in the eye and
a leading cause of glaucoma [63]. In addition to a similar, but not
identical, ocular phenotype, Loxl1�/� mice develop pelvic organ
prolapse a few days postpartum, enlarged alveoli, and fragmented
and diffuse elastic fibers in the skin and aorta [64]. The delay in
pelvic organ prolapse suggests that LOXL1 may not only play a
role in elastic fiber development but also maintenance in adult-
hood. As the field of vascular regenerative medicine continues to
expand, we would be remiss to not consider LOXL1’s role in elas-
tic fiber homeostasis.

Others. There are four members of the elastin microfibrillar
interface (EMILIN)/multimerin protein family with a wide range
of functions dependent on ECM and/or cellular interactions [65].
All members share structural similarities, including a long region
prone to coiling. EMILIN-1 is the most extensively studied.
EMILIN-1 is localized between microfibrils and tropoelastin fiber
cores and may assist with elastic fiber adhesion to cells [66].
In vivo and in vitro studies show that EMILIN-1 deficiency results
in elastic fiber fragmentation. Emilin1�/� mice have hyperten-
sion caused by reduced SMC proliferation, narrower arteries, and
increased peripheral resistance, but do not display altered mechan-
ical properties as determined by pressure–diameter curves [67].
The structural and functional changes in Emilin1�/� arteries
could be caused by elastic fiber disruption or by changes in cell
adhesion mediated by EMILIN-1 that alter TGF-b signaling.

The microfibril-associated glycoprotein (MAGP) family con-
sists of two small, cysteine-rich proteins that covalently bind to
fibrillin in microfibrils [68]. MAGP-1 is of particular interest
because its distribution is almost identical to that of fibrillin-1. It

is specifically localized on fibrillin-1’s beads and its N-terminal
regions contain a tropoelastin binding sequence that could facili-
tate elastic fiber assembly [69]. Surprisingly, MAGP-1-deficient
mice do not have altered vessel structure, compliance, or hemody-
namic loads, suggesting that their impaired thrombotic response
to injury is mediated by MAGP-1 through a separate mechanism
[70].

Due to their abundance in ECM and basement membranes, pro-
teoglycans are also of interest in the study of elastic fibers. Struc-
turally, proteoglycans consist of a protein core with at least one
glycosaminoglycan (GAG) chain [71]. Specifically, decorin and
biglycan form ternary complexes with elastic fiber components,
such as tropoelastin, fibrillin-1, and MAGP-1 [72,73], suggesting
potential roles in elastogenesis. Proteoglycans with heparan sul-
fate GAGs, such as perlecan, mediate interactions within fibrillin
molecules [74]. Increased proteoglycans are present in aortic
aneurysms and in the aortas of mice that do not express fibulin-4
in the SMCs (Fbln4SMKO) [75]. Given proteoglycan binding affin-
ity to water, changes to their quantity or activity may contribute to
the observed changes in time-dependent mechanical properties in
mouse models of different elastinopathies.

Assembly. Several models of elastic fiber assembly have been
presented and are continuously updated as new data become avail-
able. Many of these models include the interactions between com-
ponents, their locations relative to the cell and ECM, and the
sequence of events [25,76,77]. Using these and incorporating the
most recent data on the subject, we describe a current and compre-
hensive model of elastic fiber formation in Fig. 4.

The microfibrillar scaffold is constructed in tandem with tro-
poelastin synthesis and secretion. The same SMCs secrete
fibrillin-1 and -2, though fibrillin-2 is only expressed in prenatal
development [38]. Following secretion, fibrillin-1 undergoes pro-
teolytic processing resulting in the “beads on a string” fibril struc-
ture [78]. Further assembly into a joined lateral structure may be
proteoglycan assisted [37,74]. MAGP-1 associates with fibrillin-1
beads in preparation for tropoelastin integration [79]. Fibrillin-1’s
interaction with a5b1 and avb3 integrins brings the fiber structure
closer to the cell surface [25,80].

Tropoelastin is secreted and coacervates to form aggregates on
the cell surface [77]. Heparan and chondroitin sulfate-containing
GAGs on the cell surface align these aggregates as they continue
to grow [81]. Fibulin-4 and -5 mediate (either facilitating or limit-
ing) tropoelastin crosslinking by LOX and bind to fibrillin-1 to
transfer tropoelastin aggregates onto the microfibril [76]. As the
process progresses, latent TGF-b binding proteins (LTBPs) bind

Fig. 4 Model of elastic fiber assembly. Microfibrils consisting mostly of fibrillin-1, but also
including MAGP-1 and interacting with proteoglycans, are assembled in the extracellular
space. At the same time, fibulin-4/5 and tropoelastin are secreted from the SMC (1). Tropoelas-
tin coacervates and then interacts with fibulin-4/5 and is crosslinked by LOX on the SMC sur-
face (2). Integrins link microfibrils to the cell surface where they interact with the tropoelastin/
fibulin aggregates and allow further crosslinking by LOX (3). The crosslinked, fully assembled
elastic fiber is then deposited into the ECM (4).
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to fibrillin-1 and tropoelastin-fibulin-5 complexes, promoting elas-
tic fiber assembly while mediating TGF-b related signaling cas-
cades [76,82]. Lastly, a stable and thorough integration of the
tropoelastin aggregates is established by additional LOX mediated
crosslinking.

The deposition of mature elastic fibers into the existing ECM is
less well understood, but is a topic of on-going study. Immuno-
staining shows that fibronectin fibers precede and colocalize with
elastic fibers [25]. Knockdown of fibronectin expression reduces
the accumulation of fibrillin-1 in the matrix [83]. More recent
work has shown that LTBPs act as physical anchors between
fibronectin and fibrillin-1 [84]. These observations suggest that
the fibronectin matrix is a necessary precursor to elastic fiber
integration.

Further understanding of elastic fiber assembly in large arteries
will have to consider the effects of biochemical and biophysical
signals. Many models of elastic fiber assembly already consider
the role of chemical interactions. Although many of these chemi-
cal interactions are discussed above, there are still unanswered
questions and opportunities for further research. One example is
the recent work on elastogenesis in adult reproductive tissue. Elas-
tic fiber formation in cervical tissue is highly regulated by hor-
mones and their downstream effects in pregnant mice [85].
Abnormalities in both collagen and elastic fiber structure predict-
ably translate into reduced mechanical function. These and similar
studies may provide insight into the kind of biochemical processes
necessary to catalyze elastic fiber synthesis in other tissues, such
as the vasculature. The contribution of mechanical signals to this
complex process is not well understood. A recent study compared
tissue engineered constructs seeded with vascular SMCs exposed
to either pulsatile flow or static conditions [86]. Although there
was no difference in LOX or soluble elastin quantities, there was
a significant increase in mature insoluble elastin in the pulsatile
flow condition. The authors surmise that pulsatile flow stretches
tropoelastin molecules and exposes additional binding sites for
increased crosslinking. Overall, the more robust and organized
ECM in the pulsatile flow condition resulted in improved mechan-
ical properties, such as linear modulus and ultimate tensile
strength, as measured by uniaxial tensile tests. As the fields of tis-
sue engineering and mechanobiology continue to grow and inter-
act, rigorous mechanical stimulation, testing, and analyses may be
used to better recreate and evaluate elastic fiber assembly in
tissue-engineered arteries.

Physiologic Adaptation in Growth and Development

Vascular Morphogenesis. Early development of the large
arteries begins with the formation of the endothelium. This occurs
with the migration of presumptive ECs from the mesoderm to the
sites of vasculogenesis, as observed and described in the Japanese
quail embryo [87]. The first large conducting artery, the dorsal
aorta (DA), develops concurrently with the heart and initially
appears as two parallel EC cords. After continued EC aggregation,
the two structures develop lumens and eventually fuse [88].

The ECs in this precursor vessel are directly involved in the
recruitment of SMCs, the next step in vascular maturation. Self-
recruitment may occur as some ECs transdifferentiate into SMCs
[89,90]. More often, EC-mediated signaling encourages migration
of SMCs from an already existing pool of SMCs or differentiation
of surrounding undifferentiated cells [91–93]. Signaling of these
precursor cells may depend on their proximity to specific locations
throughout the arterial tree. Each region recruits its cells from a
different embryonic cell population, creating a diversity of cellu-
lar origins and developmental histories [94]. Deficiencies in key
signaling molecules disrupt arterial development and result in
atretic aortas, disorganized ECs, and the absence of SMCs [95].

Arterial wall maturation and proper elastic fiber assembly
requires SMC phenotypic fluidity. Synthetic SMCs are prone to
proliferation and protein synthesis, while contractile SMCs are

relatively quiescent and develop intercellular contractile filaments
and cytoskeletal structures [13]. SMC-specific markers have been
used to determine the presence of SMCs in the developing artery
and identify their phenotype. Medial SMC phenotypic changes
were tracked in bovine arteries starting from an early fetal time
point (60 days out of a 280 day gestational period) through birth
and into adulthood [96]. Initially, all SMCs begin with a synthetic
phenotype. As development advances, most SMCs shift toward a
contractile phenotype. Approaching birth, many SMCs in the
medial layer revert back to a synthetic phenotype. The temporal
pattern of phenotypic changes provides a blue print for ECM
assembly.

Elastic Fiber Development. The chick embryo model has
been used to study elastogenesis in early development. Like mice,
chicks have a 21-day gestation period. Tropoelastin is first identi-
fied in the heart at embryonic day (E) 4-4.5 [97]. Tropoelastin
expression progresses distally toward the dorsal aorta by E6 and is
distributed throughout the arterial tree by E12. In addition to solu-
ble elastin expression, the development of microfibrillar scaffolds
is also important for vascular maturation. Our laboratory imaged
temporal changes in the arterial microfibrillar scaffold using a
fibrillin-2 antibody generously provided by Dr. Charles Little
[98]. Figure 5 shows nuclear and fibrillin-2 staining in the DA at
the level of the heart in chick embryos at E6 and E10. At E6,
fibrillin-2 is largely disorganized and is distributed diffusely
throughout the DA wall thickness. At E10, fibrillin-2 fibers are
densely packed within the DA wall thickness and are circumferen-
tially aligned.

This initial ECM foundation may then provide a new set of sig-
naling instructions causing SMCs to limit the rate of additional
ECM production. Our previous work showed that SMCs in an
elastin-rich culture environment downregulate synthetic genes
and have an increased stiffness, presumably due to a reinforced
contractile apparatus [12]. This is in agreement with decreased
SMC proliferation rates reported by Karnik et al. [99] in the pres-
ence of elastin. These results underscore elastin’s importance not
only as a mechanical substrate but also a signaling molecule. In
contrast to the decreased rates of ECM production in early devel-
opment, elastin and collagen synthesis dramatically increase near
the end of gestation [100], pointing to another set of cues that may
modulate SMC phenotype. In several species, such as mice and
sheep, upregulation of ECM expression coincides with rapid
increases in blood flow and pressure observed in late prenatal and
early postnatal development [100,101]. As these hemodynamic
loads plateau in adulthood, SMCs settle into a contractile pheno-
type and collagen and elastin amounts remain relatively constant
[96,100].

Fig. 5 Microfibrillar organization in developing chick DA.
Chick embryos at embryonic day 6 (a) and 10 (b) were sectioned
at the level of the heart and the DA was stained with fluores-
cently tagged antibodies to cell nuclei (blue) and fibrillin-2 (pur-
ple). The density and circumferential orientation of the fibrillin-
2 microfibrillar scaffold increase over the four day developmen-
tal period. The DA lumen is at the bottom of the images. Scale
bar 5 10 lm.
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Mechanics. The purpose of the arterial wall is to withstand and
adapt to the mechanical loads inherent in a closed circulatory sys-
tem [23]. These adaptations begin at the onset of blood flow with
the first heartbeat. Early studies show that pressure and shear
stress (due to flow) increase vessel wall thickness and lumen
diameter, respectively [102,103]. These experiments show that the
arterial wall adapts to normalize stresses. This mechanical feed-
back is not only critical for arterial development but also for the
degeneration of extraneous vessels. This phenomenon can be
observed in aortic arch patterning. Ink injections into the chick
embryo vasculature show differing flow distributions in the aortic
arches [104,105]. Low wall shear stress correlates with smaller
aortic arch diameters and eventually, regression. These selection
events are often preceded by an increase in shear stress, which is
then normalized by a stress-dependent growth mechanism.

Although much of the stress normalization can be accounted
for by SMC growth (through either hyperplasia or hypertrophy),
SMC-mediated ECM deposition is also instrumental in establish-
ing and maintaining stress homeostasis. In addition to hemody-
namically imposed stresses, the growing embryo applies axial
loads on the developing arteries. This is often ignored, but it has
recently been pointed out that axial stress regulation should not be
neglected [106]. Elastin’s role in the axial remodeling process is
evident in Elnþ/� mice. In a normal embryo, the aorta’s length is
determined by both growth and stretch. Given that SMCs and col-
lagen both turn over regularly, it is the elastic fiber that bears
much of the tension [107], establishing a target stress that SMC
growth and ECM remodeling strives to maintain. For example,
reduced elastin in Elnþ/� mice shifts some of the axial stress bur-
den onto the SMCs, causing them to grow and reducing the
in vivo axial stretch ratio. A similar mechanism can be used to
describe elastin’s role in circumferential growth and remodeling
in response to pressure.

Pressure loading is distributed by concentric layers of elastic
lamellae. In small mammals (i.e., mouse, rabbit, rat), the number
of lamellae across the arterial wall is established soon after birth,
with wall thickening occurring through deposition of ECM
between existing SMC layers [14]. However, in larger mammals
(i.e., dog, human, sheep), the number of lamellae continues to
increase postnatally [108]. Lamellar addition after birth may be
related to the presence of a vasa vasorum in the adventitial layer
of larger arteries that is necessary to provide nutrients that cannot
diffuse across the thick-walled artery. The number of lamellae
increases from 35 to 56 from birth to adulthood in human thoracic
aorta that has a vasa vasorum, while the number increases from 25
to 28 units from birth to adulthood in human abdominal aorta that
does not have a vasa vasorum [109]. The timeline of lamellae for-
mation may also be related to the life span of each organism. The
number of lamellae in rat aorta is unchanged after 5 weeks of age
[96], near the time of sexual maturity. The number of lamellae in
human thoracic aorta is unchanged after 20 years of age [109],
also near the time of sexual maturity. The total number of lamellar
units scales with diameter and applied pressure in different organ-
isms, providing a constant tension per lamellar unit across several
species [108,110]. Ultrastructural studies on Elnþ/� mice reveal
increased thickness and number of lamellar units to maintain the con-
stant tension/lamellar units in a hypertensive environment [111].

Developmental adaptations to mechanical stimuli are inter-
twined and collaborative. We have described how arterial
mechanics can both modulate and be affected by SMC phenotype,
growth, and remodeling. The presence or absence of wall compo-
nents, specifically elastic fibers, determines how load sharing
occurs and instigates compensatory mechanisms. For now, much
of the focus has been on SMCs, collagen, and elastin. Genetically
modified mouse models may be used to uncover and further
understand how other elastic fiber components may also contrib-
ute to developmental mechanical requirements.

Alternatively, the use of other small animal models may supple-
ment already existing data from genetically modified mice and
provide key insights. Developmental biologists often rely on the

experimental advantages of alternate models, such as zebrafish
and chick embryos. Morpholino knockdown of specific genes in
zebrafish provides in vivo evidence for the roles of ECM mole-
cules, such as syndecan [112] and magp1 [113], in vasculogenesis
and elastic fiber formation, respectively. These approaches may
help identify mechanically significant molecules. Unlike the
genetic perturbations in mouse and zebrafish models, physical
manipulations can be used to affect developmental processes in
the chick embryo. Historically, the chick embryo model has been
used to show how mechanical perturbations cause cardiac defects
in early development [114]. These techniques have not yet been
extended to the study of arterial ECM maturation. The ability to
impose physical interventions and subsequently measure mechani-
cal properties sets chick embryo-based studies apart from the typi-
cal genetic or chemical approaches.

Pathological Adaptation in Disease and Aging

Hereditary Disease. In addition to developmental studies,
genetically modified mice have been used to study the effects of
hereditary diseases on the mature vasculature. Of the mouse mod-
els previously mentioned here, Elnþ/�, Fbln4SMKO, Fbln5�/�,
and mgR/mgR are all viable into adulthood and serve as models
for SVAS, cutis laxa, and MFS [42,111,115], respectively. The
adaptation to elastin haploinsufficiency has already been dis-
cussed above within the context of development. In the fibulin
deficient models, elastic fiber fragmentation and associated vascu-
lar abnormalities are observed prior to developmental maturity
and lead to cardiovascular problems in adulthood. The mgR/mgR
genetic modification, however, only begins to take its toll in adult-
hood [42]. Histology shows that elastic fiber fragmentation is seen
after elastin production has ceased, thus disallowing a compensa-
tory increase in elastic lamellae, as seen in Elnþ/� mice. Instead,
the fibulin- and fibrillin-deficient mouse models compensate for
increased systolic or pulse pressure with increased wall thickness,
resulting in normalized circumferential wall stresses [42,115,116].

Many congenital defects in elastic fiber proteins are associated
with dissection and aneurysm development. A dissection is a tear
across the intima and into the medial layer, creating a second
“lumen” for blood flow within the arterial wall. The circumferen-
tial orientation of the media’s structures provides little resistance
to longitudinal progression of the dissection. Many dissections
ultimately result in hemodynamic alterations, luminal blockage,
and rupture [117]. Aneurysms are a bulging or distension of the
arterial wall, often resulting in thinning and susceptibility of dis-
section and rupture. These may occur in various locations, such as
the cerebral arteries and the thoracic and abdominal aorta.

The initiation and progression of dissections and aneurysms is
the subject of intense study. As shown in the Fbln2 and Fbln5
double knockout mouse, elastic fiber disruptions, specifically in
the inner elastic laminae, may contribute to dissection initiation
[118]. Histological analysis of dissections in MFS patients and in
fibrillin-deficient mice show both elastic fiber defects and altered
TGF-b signaling, suggesting that together these factors play a role
in dissection formation [117]. Recall that fibrillin-1’s LTBP inter-
acts with and sequesters TGF-b [82]. In the absence of fibrillin-1,
the hallmark of MFS, TGF-b signaling is dysregulated and poten-
tially encourages dissection.

TGF-b signaling is also involved in SMC mechanotransduction.
While the ability of SMCs to sense and respond to mechanical
cues results in stress homeostasis, it can also exacerbate vascular
pathobiology. This maladaptation has dire consequences for the
mechanical integrity of large arteries. This is observed in
Fbln4SMKO mice, which are prone to thoracic aortic aneurysms.
They have increased pulse pressure, increased elastic fiber frag-
mentation, and decreased SMC-elastic fiber interactions, all con-
tributing to a mechanically altered environment surrounding the
vascular SMCs [116,119]. Egr, a mechanosensitive transcription
factor known to increase TGF-b signaling, is significantly higher
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in Fbln4SMKO aortas compared to controls and may be a molecu-
lar transducer for the mechanical perturbations.

Acquired Disease. Although genetic mutations cause some
cardiovascular diseases, other cardiovascular diseases occur due
to environmental factors that can also be studied in animal mod-
els. Aortic arch banding in wild type mice has been used to study
arterial remodeling due to nonhereditary hypertension [120,121].
Hypertensive carotid arteries have reduced circumferential and
axial stretch ratios at in vivo pressures, due to SMC growth and
ECM remodeling. Specifically, increases in proteoglycans and
collagen were observed [121]. Ultimately, this led to a stiffer
artery capable of less energy storage. Effective blood transport
through stiffer arteries places greater load on the heart and feeds
into a positive feedback loop of worsening hypertension.

Another disease that can arise from extrinsic conditions is ath-
erosclerosis. Previous studies focused on the role of turbulent flow
or SMC lineage [122], but elastic fibers may also play a more
immediate role. SMCs and, potentially, macrophages are found in
and produce elastic fibers in plaques [123]. These are the site of
calcium and lipid deposits, both which cause stiffening. Aside
from their own physical contributions to stiffness, lipid deposits
additionally increase elastic fiber susceptibility to enzymatic
digestion. Plaque cells are participants in the same TGF-b signal-
ing pathways that influence arterial mechanics. This makes a
potential link between atherosclerosis, elastic fiber integrity, and
artery wall mechanics worth investigating.

Our laboratory recently investigated the effects of reduced elas-
tin amounts and the resulting cardiovascular changes on athero-
sclerotic plaque size and stability. Elnþ/� mice have
hypertension and increased arterial stiffness, both of which are
associated with plaque accumulation in humans. We measured
plaque accumulation in Elnþ/� mice crossed with atherosclerosis
susceptible Ldlr�/� (low density lipoprotein receptor knockout)
mice and fed a high fat western diet [124]. Surprisingly, there
were no differences in plaque size for Elnþ/�Ldlr�/� mice com-
pared to the control Elnþ/þLdlr�/� mice, despite increased arte-
rial stiffness and hypertension. There may be confounding factors,
such as the fact that western diet alone contributes to arterial stiff-
ening [125], and so does the Ldlr�/� genotype [126]; however,
our work suggests that mouse models may be useful for teasing
out causal relationships between some of the associative factors
identified in human studies.

Aging. Elastic fibers, produced in early development, have a
half-life on the order of the human life span. A lifetime’s worth of
cyclic loading, proteolytic exposure, and negligible turnover rates
are bound to have an effect on elastic fiber integrity and large
artery mechanics. Therefore, it is no surprise that human aging is
associated with stiffening of elastic tissue.

Much of the literature on elastic fibers and aging focuses on
dermal tissue. Electron microscopy shows that elastic fibers
become frayed and porous in aged skin [127], but it is unclear
how much of this structural change is due to exogenous factors,
such as sun exposure or direct trauma. These limitations may be
mitigated by controlled experiments with animal models. One
approach creates a model of aging from murine common carotid
arteries (CA) with a gradient of elastic fiber integrity [128]. Con-
trol and elastase-treated CAs serve as upper and lower bounds,
respectively, with CAs from three genetic mutants (Elnþ/�, mgR/
mgR, and Fbln5�/�) in between. As expected, the reductions in
intact elastic fibers result in decreased extensibility and energy
storage. Another approach compares the aortic mechanics of an
MFS mouse model to control mice through 9 months of age [129].
Elastic fiber staining, stress–strain curves, and breaking stresses
did not significantly change over this time period. Since these
results were observed in relatively young mice (typical mouse life
span is slightly over 2 years) and at single locations, data are

needed to compare cardiovascular aging at later time points and
throughout the cardiovascular tree.

Structure-Function Relationships

Computational modeling of large elastic arteries provides valu-
able insight for the development of predictions and designs relat-
ing to arterial mechanics. Physiologically relevant models of
mechanical behavior can probe aspects of developmental and
pathological processes that may be challenging or impossible to
measure experimentally. In turn, model predictions may guide
treatment strategies for cardiovascular disease and point to key
design factors in tissue engineering.

Some of the earliest constitutive models, dating back to the
1970s, were defined by strain energy density functions (SEFs) that
phenomenologically described arterial stress–strain relationships.
Often, these models treated the artery as a single bulk material,
though some did examine the individual contributions of the
medial and adventitial layers [21]. The biggest drawback to these
models is that the constants are the result of numerical fitting and
do not have a physical interpretation. Nonetheless, these models
have been extensively used due to their good agreement with
experimental data and application for finite element models with
complex geometry [130].

One of the most well-known SEFs is attributed to Fung. Ini-
tially, he proposed a two-dimensional exponential SEF [131],
which was later generalized for a three-dimensional, thick-walled
tube with a transmural stress distribution [132]. Since then, many
proposed SEFs have an exponential form, although a few logarith-
mic [133] and polynomial [134] forms (and even some combina-
tions of these [135]) have also been presented. The use of these
SEFs, intended for elastic materials, to describe viscoelastic bio-
logical tissue is incompatible. To address this, Fung referred to
tissue as “pseudoelastic” and proposed fitting loading and unload-
ing curves to SEFs separately as if they were two distinct elastic
materials [131]. A more complex but accurate way to account for
hysteresis is to implement theories of linear or quasilinear viscoe-
lasticity. Although viscoelastic modeling remains largely phenom-
enological, future efforts should be made to incorporate
viscoelastic effects into microstructural models.

Time-dependent mechanical properties associated with viscoe-
lasticity could alternately be caused by fluid movement within a
poroelastic solid, such as the arterial wall ECM. Biphasic or
poroelastic models have traditionally been used for highly
hydrated tissues such as cartilage [136]. Simon et al. [137] devel-
oped a biphasic, isotropic model of the arterial wall and performed
drained and undrained tests to obtain material parameters and
steady-state pressurization tests to determine the hydraulic con-
ductivity. Johnson and Tarbell [138] developed a biphasic, aniso-
tropic model of the aortic wall that was able to reproduce
measures of diameter, thickness, and hydraulic conductivity under
applied pressure. Although there are different approaches to
including time-dependent effects in arterial constitutive modeling,
experimental data increasingly suggest that time-dependent prop-
erties should not be ignored [56,121,128].

Microstructurally Inspired Models. Advances in imaging
technology, such as confocal [20], two-photon [139], and electron
microscopy [140], have provided unprecedented detail of the
microstructural architecture within the arterial wall. These tech-
nologies allow and motivate a shift away from phenomenological
models and toward microstructural models. In these models, wall
components, such as SMCs, collagen, elastin, may be described
by structurally motivated SEFs.

Smooth muscle cells are usually assumed to have a circumfer-
ential orientation and can contribute to both the artery’s passive
and active mechanical properties. Although their passive mechan-
ical contribution is relatively small and often neglected, SMCs
active mechanical behavior maintains a basal tone from which the
artery can contract or relax [141]. Hill provides one of the earliest
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descriptions of muscle contraction [142]. Hill’s and other similar
models place damped contractile and elastic elements in series
and parallel combinations, sometimes including additional
branches for passive ECM [130]. More recent formulations of
SMC active behavior are dependent on mechanical stimuli, such
as shear stress [141,143,144]. Three-dimensional imaging of pres-
surized mouse carotid arteries shows a helical organization of
SMCs, rather than a strictly circumferential orientation, which
would induce torsion in the arterial wall when the SMCs contract
and could be considered in future modeling efforts [145].

Many microstructural models take into account the complex-
ities of the collagen fiber network in the arterial wall. For exam-
ple, Holzapfel describes two components: a noncollagenous
isotropic neo-Hookean matrix and a two-fiber family collagen
mesh [21]. Histological analyses show that collagen fiber align-
ment is better described as a distribution of orientations, rather
than two discrete angles. To reflect this arrangement, new SEFs
with four-fiber families [146] or distributions centered about dis-
crete angles [147] were developed. In addition to orientation, con-
focal microscopy allows for quantitative descriptions of collagen
fiber waviness or crimp [20]. Collagen fiber waviness has been
included in SEFs as a distribution of strains with a defined
engagement strain at which the fibers straighten and begin to carry
load [148,149]. Some models consider both the orientation and
waviness of collagen fibers with improved fitting to experimental
data [150]. Volume averaging theory has been implemented to
represent microstructural qualities on a continuum scale in a mul-
tiscale model of a decellularized porcine carotid artery [151]. In
this same model, fiber interactions were included in the descrip-
tion of the collagen microstructure. Individual fibers, governed by
their own constitutive relation, were connected by rigid, freely
rotating crosslinks. While not considered in this particular model,
collagen fibers may interact not only with themselves but also
with other wall components, such as elastic fibers.

Elastic Fiber Microstructural Modeling. Microstructural
SEFs often incorporate detail about collagen fiber structure, but
simplify elastin’s contribution by describing it as an isotropic
solid [131,147,149]. Elastic fiber micrographs show that this is
an oversimplification [100]. Modeling elastin as a transversely
isotropic material was a first step to introducing anisotropic
characteristics. The elastin SEF was divided into an isotropic neo-
Hookean component and an anisotropic elastin fiber component
oriented in the axial direction [152]. Kao et al. expand on this idea
by modeling the pulmonary artery’s elastin component as ortho-
tropic, with neo-Hookean fiber families oriented in both the axial
and circumferential directions [153]. Like collagen fibers, elastic
fiber constitutive models may include both orientation and wavi-
ness. One example incorporates fiber distributions for both elastin
and collagen, in addition to a recruitment function to describe the
late engagement of adventitial collagen at high strains [154]. In all
of these cases, elastic fiber anisotropy improved correspondence
between the experimental data and the model predictions.

Typically, the total arterial wall SEF is the summation of each
constituent’s SEF, scaled by a mass or volume fraction, by the
rule of mixtures. This decoupling is challenged by potential inter-
actions between components, such as those between elastin and
collagen in ligament [155] or collagen and proteoglycans in lung
parenchyma [156]. ECM interactions in the artery wall have not
been extensively imaged and are not frequently included in micro-
structural models. Humphrey reports that collagen fibers from
elastase treated arteries exhibit reduced undulation, but does not
include this interaction in the mechanical analyses [43]. Elastase
digestion has also been implicated in the increased circumferential
alignment of collagen fibers [157]. Holzapfel proposes that colla-
gen fiber sliding occurs in the absence of elastin and accounts for
lengthening in elastase treated tissue [158]. Holzapfel accounted
for these observations through the use of a damage variable asso-
ciated with the collagen SEF, providing good agreement between

the model predictions and stress–stretch curves from elastase
treated arteries.

Although enzymatic digestion protocols allow for the study of
individual constituent contributions and interactions, mouse mod-
els with ECM deficiencies may provide supporting evidence or
new perspectives, keeping in mind the ability of the mouse
arteries to remodel and adapt to genetic deficiencies. As more
mouse models are developed and become available, additional
control over ECM expression (such as inducible knockout or over-
expression of a gene) may attenuate these compensatory effects
and further our understanding of elastic fiber remodeling and
mechanics.

Growth and Remodeling

Constitutive models, such as those discussed above, can be
used in conjunction with growth and remodeling (G&R) theories
to predict mechanical changes over the course of developmental,
pathological, or aging processes.

SMC Growth. Skalak describes finite growth as the integrated
result of differential growth [159]. Changes in infinitesimal sur-
face and volume elements have been used to model growth in bio-
logical tissues, such as bone and muscle, respectively [160,161].
In arteries, growth creates residual stress and reduces stress con-
centrations at the inner wall [132,162]. Stress-dependent growth
laws are frequently used to describe mechanically triggered SMC
proliferation, such as that observed in the artery [163]. Rodriguez
defines stress as a function of elastic deformation, while deforma-
tion due to growth reduces these stresses. Once the tissue returns
to its target stress, the growth rate is reduced to zero. As arteries
are not simply passive pressurized vessels, elastic deformation
growth laws were later expanded to include shear stress depend-
ence [164] and muscle contraction [144].

Remodeling. Deviations from a homeostatic stress may also
modulate the degradation and regeneration of individual constitu-
ents into a new configuration that approaches the desired homeo-
static condition. Unlike the growth rates in the models describe
above, the correlation between turnover rates and stress differen-
ces may be described by first-order kinetics [165]. This idea was
implemented in a two-dimensional thin-walled constrained mix-
ture model [166] and later in a thick-walled model inclusive of
residual stress [144]. Figure 6 illustrates the time-dependent con-
figurations of SMCs, elastin, and collagen during G&R. It is
important to note that elastin microstructural properties are only
recently being considered in constitutive modeling; therefore both
of these models treat elastin as an isotropic neo-Hookean solid.
Interestingly, the first model not only examines collagen turnover
but also compares results for negligible and complete elastin turn-
over [166]. Negligible elastin turnover, as observed in adulthood,
results in an incomplete restoration of the homeostatic state,
restricting the artery’s ability to compensate in response to disease
and aging. G&R theory has been invoked in models of hyperten-
sion [167], cerebral [168] and aortic [52] aneurysms, and aging
[169]. Initially, the models only showed that G&R could account
for general observations and trends, such as thickening in response
to hypertension, but the models are now being used to reproduce
phenotypic changes found in genetically modified mice. For
example, in a model where elastin is neo-Hookean and collagen is
transversely isotropic, the mechanical behavior of an Fbln4SMKO

mouse artery after 30 days of G&R is qualitatively reproduced by
decreasing the elastin and increasing the collagen material con-
stants, respectively [52]. This model was adapted from an earlier
version used to describe early postnatal development, which
allows elastin production but maintains negligible degradation
[170]. Developmental G&R models can be extended into the
embryonic period as more experimental data regarding the
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temporal and spatial deposition of individual constituents become
available.

More recent G&R models incorporate both microstructural and
large-scale geometric properties. As before, collagen fiber disper-
sion is described as consisting of four families [171] or a distribu-
tion quantified from confocal microscopy [172]. The first study
uses a two-layered finite element approach, which can be adapted
for more complex structures, such as the aortic arch, or patient-
specific geometries. As these models become more generalized
and are applied to an increasing number of conditions, there will
be a need to include additional microstructural characteristics,
evolving tissue-scale geometries, and interactions (fluid, chemical,
etc.). Recent models now include descriptions of the elastic fiber
microstructure, but still neglect some potentially important fea-
tures, such as porosity. Compromised elastic fibers and lamellae
may affect hydraulic conductivity and alter the arterial G&R
response to circulating biochemical factors or pharmaceutical
treatments. Armstrong et al. [173] combined theories of mixed
poroelasticity with transport and swelling with volumetric growth
to demonstrate the effects of time-driven, concentration-driven,
and stress-driven growth. Disruption of elastic fibers has already
been shown to affect G&R processes in the circumferential direc-
tion, while axial responses have been largely ignored. We support
recent efforts to highlight the importance of axial remodeling and
interactions between circumferential and longitudinal G&R
responses [106]. Mouse models of elastic fiber defects often dem-
onstrate arterial tortuosity, which may be linked to mechanical
changes in the circumferential direction that are critical for vascu-
lar integrity.

Chemical and fluid interactions may also affect the rate and
extent to which G&R successfully recreates the appropriate stress
state of the artery. Chemical effects on SMC tone, reviewed here
[130], are a good starting point from which the field can expand to
include G&R. Some models with fluid–solid interactions (FSI)
include arterial growth laws [104,105], but only a few include
remodeling. Recent advancements in FSI arterial modeling use
patient-specific geometries and describe vessel walls as flexible or
distensible to identify regions of high wall tension and aneurysmal
development [174]. This relatively new approach, coined fluid-
solid-growth [175], can be used to improve predictions of aneur-
ysms, but has yet to be widely implemented. Future iterations of
these models may need to reconsider idealizations, such as the
lack of pulsatile blood flow. Given the sheer number of factors
and interactions, the complexity of these problems may require
the development or application of novel computational tools and
approaches, as well as collaborations between different fields.

Summary and Future Directions

We have summarized the role of elastic fibers and their compo-
nents in developmental and pathological processes affecting large
artery mechanics. Our model of elastic fiber assembly recapitulates
the many interactions that occur for proper fiber formation. The tem-
poral pattern of elastogenesis not only makes the developmental
time period particularly interesting, but also imposes restrictions on
the arterial wall’s ability to remodel in response to pathological con-
ditions later in life. Computational modeling has progressed from
early phenomenological models of the bulk wall to microstructurally

Fig. 6 Configurations for arterial growth and remodeling. Each constituent, elastin (E), muscle (SMCs) (m), and collagen (C)
has its own stress-free configuration (denoted by capital B). For muscle, BP is the passive stress-free configuration and BA is
the active stress-free configuration. Stressed configurations (denoted by lower case b’s) vary with time and are color coded.
Blue denotes configuration at time <0, green at time 5 0, yellow at time 5 0 £ s £ t, and red at time 5 t. Muscle undergoes sev-
eral different stressed configurations including bm 5 unloaded and intact, bR 5 unloaded after growth and activation that indu-
ces residual stress, and bL 5 loaded. Stretch ratios between states are denoted by k’s with superscripts denoting the
constituent and subscripts denoting the time or mode of deformation: g 5 growth, a 5 activation, A 5 active, and P 5 passive.
k* for each constituent is the stretch ratio from the stress-free configuration to the loaded configuration of the composite arte-
rial wall. From Alford et al. [144]. Reprinted with permission from Springer @ 2008.
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inspired constrained mixture models, with the potential to include
additional interactions in more complex geometries.

This overview of the field has revealed areas of untapped potential.
We suggest that the following three points receive further attention:

(1) Inclusion of experimentally observed phenomena, such as
time dependency and axial G&R, in experimental and com-
putational design and analysis.

(2) Expansion of research with alternate small animal models,
besides mice.

(3) Collaboration between the continuously evolving fields of
biology and mechanics.

Although it is widely accepted that arteries do not exhibit fully
elastic behavior, most experiments and models are not designed to
consider time-dependent mechanical behavior, which may be
explained by viscoelastic or biphasic theory. Many G&R models
ignore arterial adaptations in the axial direction, despite experi-
mental evidence showing decreased axial stretch. While mouse
models will continue to be useful in the field, we would be remiss
to forego the advantages of other small animal models, such as the
chick. As new animal models are considered, their associated
experimental techniques may be added to the growing toolbox
used in biomechanics. It is clear that already existing tools, such
as the various imaging technologies discussed here, have strength-
ened the interplay between biology and mechanics. Nonetheless,
it is imperative that researchers interested in advancing the field
keep up with the latest developments in biology, as these may
help address unanswered mechanistic questions that still linger.
Focusing future research in these three directions may further our
understanding of the mechanical contributions of elastic fibers in
large artery disease, development, and aging.
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